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ABSTRACT: Hybrid polymeric micelles self-assembled from a
mixture containing poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate)-block-poly(ethylene
glycol) (PBLG-b-PEG) block copolymer and gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) were prepared. The effect of AuNPs on the self-assembly
behavior of PBLG-b-PEG was studied both experimentally by
transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy,
and laser light scattering and computationally using dissipative
particle dynamics (DPD) simulations. It was found that, the pure
PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer self-assembles into long cylindrical micelles. By introducing AuNPs to the stock block copolymer
solution, the formed aggregate morphology transforms to spherical micelles. The DPD simulation results well reproduced the
morphological transformations observed in the experiments. And the simulation revealed that the main reason for the aggregate
morphology transformation is the breakage of ordered packing of PBLG rods in micelle core by the added nanoparticles.
Moreover, from the DPD simulations, the distribution information on nanoparticles was obtained. The nanoparticles were found
to prefer to locate near the core/shell interface as well as in the core center of the micelles. The combination of experimental and
simulation methods lead to a comprehensive understanding of such a complex self-assembly system.

■ INTRODUCTION
Amphiphilic block copolymers are able to self-assemble into a
variety of aggregates in dilute solution, such as micelles with a
hydrophobic core surrounded by a hydrophilic shell.1,2 The
core−shell structure of the micelles provides a confined space
for incorporation of various objects, such as drugs and
genes.3−6 Recently, polymeric micelles have been used as a
template for controlling the organization of nanoparticles.7−10

The micelles can significantly enhance the stability of dispersed
state of nanoparticles in solution, which may facilitate their
applications in catalysis, semiconductor, photonic, and
biomimetic materials.11−14

To prepare block copolymer/nanoparticles hybrid micelles,
both the chemical and physical strategies can be employed. In
the chemical strategy, metal salts are first dispersed in solution
and chemically combined with a specific ligand from polymers.
Then through in situ metallization process, hybrid micelles
were produced and the nanoparticles were chemically linked to
the polymers by specific ligand.15−21 In the physical strategy,
presynthesized nanoparticles were physically embodied in the
micelle core through comicellization.22−24 Taton and co-
workers have prepared core/shell nanoparticles via such an
approach.25−29 For example, in a study, polystyrene-block-
poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) block copolymer and
1-dodecanthiol-protected gold nanoparticles were first dissolved
in dimethylformamide (DMF); then upon the addition of
water, hybrid micelles with a gold core were produced.24

Evidently, the physically encapsulation of nanoparticles is an

easy manipulating method in preparing copolymer/nano-
particles hybrid micelles.
The physically introduced nanoparticles were found to have

an effect on the parent micelle structure. Recently, Park et al.
reported a self-assembly behavior of magnetic nanoparticles and
PS-b-PAA block copolymers.30 They revealed that the
incorporation of nanoparticles drastically affects the assembly
structure. For micelle-forming copolymers, the nanoparticles
increase the effective volume taken up by PS, and hybrid
vesicles were formed. For vesicle-forming copolymers, due to
the solubilization of nanoparticles in PS domains, hybrid
micelles were obtained. In addition to the experimental
observations, advances in computation power and algorithm
have opened up opportunities to investigate the self-assembly
of block copolymer/nanoparticle mixture in solution. Various
computer simulation approaches have been developed in the
past years, for example, dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)
simulations and self-consistent field theory (SCFT).31−41

Results from computer simulations combined with experimen-
tal observations may provide comprehensive insight into the
underlying principle governing the self-assembly of the block
copolymer/nanoparticles in solution. Our group has used
SCFT to study the effect of nanoparticles on the self-assembly
behavior of coil−coil block copolymers.42 It was shown that the
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aggregate morphology changes from vesicles to a mixture of
spheres and cylinders by increasing the particle radius and
particle volume fraction. The predictions are well in agreement
with the existing experiments.42−44 However, the under-
standing of the influence of introduced nanoparticles on the
self-assembly of block copolymers is still not deep enough.
As compared with coil−coil block copolymers, rod−coil

block copolymers exhibit distinct self-assembly behaviors
because the rod blocks prefer to take ordered packing mode
in the self-assembly process.45−48 Thus, it is expected that the
change of the local ordered packing of rod blocks should greatly
influence the self-assembly behavior of the rod−coil copoly-
mers. As a matter of fact, in the homopolymer liquid crystal
systems, it was found that the ordered packing of rigid polymer
chains can be destroyed by introducing small portion of
nanoparticles.49 However, as far as we know, there is no work
concerning the effect of nanoparticles on the self-assembly
behavior of rod−coil block copolymers in solution.
On the other hand, increasing attention has been given to the

self-assembly behavior of polypeptide-based copolymers.50−54

Understanding their supramolecular assembly behaviors could
be helpful for knowing the complex aggregation behaviors of
polypeptides in organisms. In addition, polypeptides usually
adopt a rigid α-helix conformation and can be used as an ideal
model of rigid polymer segments. Researches on the self-
assembly behavior of mixture systems comprising polypeptide-
based rod−coil block copolymers and nanoparticles can not
only deepen the understanding of the self-assembly behavior of
rod−coil copolymers but also help the investigation of complex
protein systems.
Herein, we investigated the self-assembly behavior of amphi-

philic poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)
(PBLG-b-PEG) rod−coil block copolymer/gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) mixture system by both experimental and dissipative
particle dynamics (DPD) simulation methods. The physically
introduced nanoparticles were found to have significant effect
on the self-assembly behavior of rod−coil block copolymers.
Pure block copolymers self-assemble into long cylindrical
micelles. With the introduction of AuNPs, spherical micelles
were obtained. Simulations on the mixture system also indi-
cated that, by increasing the concentration of nanoparticles, the
aggregate structure transforms from cylinder to sphere. In
addition to the morphological transformation, from the DPD
simulation results, the location of nanoparticles and the order
parameter of the copolymer chains were also obtained. On the
basis of the experimental and DPD results, the mechanism of
the morphological transformation of the block copolymer
micelles as the function of added nanoparticles is suggested.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Methoxypoly(ethylene glycol) amine (mPEG-NH2,

Mw = 20 000) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Inc. and dissolved
in toluene in a flame-dried reaction bottle, followed by removing the
toluene in high vacuum to obtain the sample used for copolymer
synthesis. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (HAuCl4·4H2O) (99.9%) was
purchased from Shanghai Yiyang Chemical Inc. Dialysis bag (Membra-
cel, 3500 molecular weight cutoff) was provided by Serva Electro-
phoresis GmbH. Tetrahydrofuran (THF), hexane, and 1,4-dioxane
were all analytical grade, refluxed with sodium, and distilled immediately
before use. All the other regents are of analytical grade and used
without further purification.
Synthesis of PBLG-b-PEG Block Copolymer. PBLG-b-PEG

block copolymer was synthesized by ring-opening polymerization of
γ-benzyl-L-glutamate-N-carboxyanhydride (BLG-NCA) initiated by

the terminal amino group of mPEG-NH2.
48,55,56 The reactions was

performed in a flame-dried reaction bottle under a dry nitrogen
atmosphere at room temperature. After 3 days, the reaction mixture
was poured into a large volume of anhydrous ethanol to precipitate the
PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer. The precipitated product was dried
under vacuum and then purified twice by repeated precipitation from a
chloroform solution into a large volume of anhydrous methanol.
Finally, the product was dried under vacuum and white power was
collected.

Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles. Monolayer-protected gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized by the one-phase method
according to the literature.57−59 HAuCl4·4H2O and 1-dodecanethiol
were dissolved in THF with concentrations of 0.02 and 0.2 mM,
respectively. NaBH4 was dissolved in deionized water with a con-
centration of 1 mM. 10 mL of 1-dodecanethiol THF solution was
added under vigorous stirring to 50 mL of HAuCl4 solution and
stirred for ca. 10 min at room temperature, before 10 mL of NaBH4
was added over a period of ca. 5 s. The color of the solution
changed immediately from pale yellow to black upon the reductant
addition. The reaction mixture was allowed to be stirred for 2 h.
Purification of nanoparticles was performed using centrifugation
and dialysis against water. The aqueous dispersion was freeze-dried,
and AuNPs powder was obtained.

Preparation of Hybrid Micelles from Block Copolymer and
AuNPs. To prepare the micelle solutions, the obtained PBLG-b-PEG
and AuNPs were first dissolved in CHCl3.

48 The initial concentration
of polymer solution was 0.25 g/L, and the initial concentration of
AuNPs was varied from 2.5 × 10−5 to 2.5 × 10−2 g/L. In the following
step, the polymer and AuNPs solutions were mixed with equal volume
to obtain stock solutions with various polymer/AuNPs weight ratios.
Then ethanol, a selective solvent for PEG, was added at a rate of
1 drop every 3−4 s with vigorous stirring. A blue tint appearance of
the solution indicates the formation of the aggregates. It should be
noted that, in the present work, the term “aggregate” refers to the self-
assembled micelles from block copolymer or block copolymer/
nanoparticles mixture. In all the cases, for the final solution, the
volume fraction of the ethanol was 0.6, and the polymer concentration
became 0.05 g/L. Before the measurements, the obtained hybrid
micelle solutions were stabilized at 20 °C for at least 3 days. The
samples for LLS measurements were kept in the optical light scattering
cell and sealed before the stabilization.

1H NMR. The composition of the PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer
was determined by the 1H NMR spectrum (Avance 550, Bruker) with
deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) as solvent and tetramethylsilane
(TMS) as an internal standard.

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC). The polydispersity
index (PDI) of PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer was determined by
GPC (Varian, PL GPC-50 plus) with DMF as mobile phase and narrow
polydispersity PS as standard. The test was performed at 49 °C.

UV−vis Spectrum. UV−vis spectrum was obtained using a
Shimadzu UV-2102PCS UV−vis scanning spectrophotometer at
room temperature. AuNPs dispersion (in CHCl3) was introduced in
a quartz cell with 1 cm optical path length. Wavelengths between 200
and 800 nm were analyzed.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrum (FTIR). FTIR spectra of
the samples were recorded on a Nicolet 5700 FTIR spectrometer at
frequencies ranging from 400 to 4000 cm−1. The solid AuNPs were
thoroughly mixed with KBr and pressed into pellet form. For liquid
1-dodecanethiol, sample was prepared by casting a single drop of
solution onto the KBr crystal. The tests were performed at room
temperature.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). The morphologies
of the AuNPs and self-assembled aggregates were examined by TEM
(JEOL/JEM-2000EXII) operated at an accelerating voltage of 60 kV.
Drops of AuNPs and micelle solutions were placed on a copper grid
coated with carbon film and then were dried at room temperature.
Before the observations, the micelle samples were stained by
phosphotungstic acid ethanol solution (0.5 wt %).

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The surface profile of the
aggregates was obtained from SEM (JSM-6460, JEOL) operated at an
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accelerating voltage of 15 kV. The samples were prepared by placing
drops of solution on a copper grid coated with carbon film and then
were dried at room temperature. Before the observations, the samples
were sputtered by carbon.
Laser Light Scattering Measurements (LLS). The structure of

the aggregates was characterized by combining dynamic (DLS) and
static light scattering (SLS) measurements, which were performed on a
commercial LLS spectrometer (ALV/CGS-5022) equipped with an
ALV-High QE APD detector and an ALV-5000 digital correlator using
a He−Ne laser (the wavelength λ = 632.8 nm) as light source. All the
measurements were carried out at 20 °C. From DLS testing, hydro-
dynamic radius (Rh) can be obtained, which indicates the radius of a
hard sphere with the same translational diffusion coefficient and the
same condition. While the SLS measurements gives the radius of
gyration (Rg), which reflects the density distribution of the chain in
real physical space. The details of the LLS testing method are provided
in the Supporting Information.

■ SIMULATION METHOD AND MODEL
DPD Method. The dissipative particle dynamics (DPD),

proposed by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman in 1992, is a simula-
tion method of accessing larger length and time scale than
molecular dynamics.36,37 It has been developed for studying the
phase behavior of soft matter systems such block copolymers in
dilute solution.38−41

In DPD method, a bead represents the center of mass of an
atomic cluster. The force acting on each bead includes con-
servative force, dissipative force, and random force. Therefore,
the total force acted on a bead α is a sum of these three parts,
which is given by

∑= + +α
α≠β

αβ αβ αβF F F F( )C D R

(1)

The conservative force is the soft repulsion acting along the
intermolecular vector, which is given by

= ω ̂αβ αβ αβ αβa rF r( )C
(2)

where aαβ is a maximum repulsion between bead α and β, and
rαβ = |rα − rβ|, rα̂β = (rα − rβ)/rαβ. The weight function ω(rαβ)
adopts the following form

ω =
− <

≥αβ
αβ αβ

αβ⎪

⎪⎧⎨
⎩

r
r r r r

r r
( )

1 /

0

c c

c (3)

Here, rc is the cutoff radius, which was set to be 1.0.
The dissipative force is a hydrodynamic drag force and is

given by

= −γω ̂ ·υ ̂αβ αβ αβ αβ αβrF r r( )( )D 2
(4)

where υαβ = υα − υβ.
The random force corresponds to the thermal noise, which is

represented as

= σω θ ̂αβ αβ αβ αβrF r( )R
(5)

Here, θαβ is a random fluctuating variable with Gaussian
statistics, which satisfies

⟨θ ⟩ =αβ t( ) 0 (6)

⟨θ θ ′ ⟩ = δ δ + δ δ δ − ′αβ κλ ακ βλ αλ βκt t t t( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (7)

The friction coefficient γ and the noise amplitude σ are related
as σ2 = 2γkBT, where T is the absolute temperature and kB is the

Boltzmann constant. In the present simulation (kBT = 1), we
set γ = 4.5 and σ = 3.

Model. The rod blocks of rod−coil block copolymers are
modeled as NR beads of species R linked rigidly in a linear
geometry, as shown in Figure 1. The distance between neighbor

beads was fixed as 0.80. The coil blocks of rod−coil block
copolymers are modeled as a linear bead−spring chain with NC
beads of species C bonded together via a harmonic potential.
The harmonic spring force is given by Fαβ

S = k(1 − rαβ/req)rα̂β.
The spring constant k was chosen to be 100, and the
equilibrium bond distance req was set as 0.80. The different
choices of k and req distance should bring in no apparent
discrepancies from the static or dynamic properties of
polymers, except for altering the average bond length.60,61

Therefore, the choice of these two parameters in this work is
not specific, except for satisfying following two conditions: (1)
keep the coil blocks significantly flexible, and therefore a
smaller value of k = 100 was chosen; (2) keep the equilibrium
bond distance equal to the distance between neighbor beads in
the rod blocks (for the simplicity of setting the bead numbers,
which will be discussed below), and also keep this distance in
the range of cutoff radius (req (= 0.8) < rc (= 1.0)). This choice
is only a coarse-grained selection to show the constraint
imposed upon connected beads of a polymeric chain.
The remainder task is to determine the NR and NC from the

experiments. There are several coarse-grained mapping method
to link the simulations with the experiments. For example, the
models can be chosen such that the bulk density of pure
species62 or the relative lengths of the blocks48 matches experi-
mental data. In this study, the model was chosen by renormaliz-
ing both the bulk weight densities and block lengths. In the
simulation, the mass of beads (m = 1) and bead distance/
equilibrium bond length (0.8) for different beads are fixed.
From the experiments, we learned that the molecular weights of
rod blocks and coil blocks are 138 000 and 20 000, respectively.
First, the number of DPD beads was renormalized by keeping
the bulk density identical in the simulations and experiments,
and then a ratio of 138 000/20 000 was obtained. In this case,
3.6 DPD beads for the PBLG form a 0.54 nm helix (or modeling
rod),48 while 1 DPD bead for the PEG occupies 0.35 nm.48,63

Second, the number of DPD beads was renormalized by the
length of rod block and coil blocks (the bead distance is equal
to the equilibrium bond length), and we obtained the relative
number of DPD beads for rod and coil blocks as (138 000 ×
0.54/3.6):(20 000 × 0.35/1) ≈ 10:3.4. As a result, the model of
R10C4 rod−coil block copolymers composed of 10 rod R
beads and 4 coil C beads was adopted in the study.
In addition, the nanoparticles and cluster of solvents are

modeled as a single bead. Hence, the system contains two types
of single beads, where one is nanoparticles and the other is
solvent clusters. In the simulations, the weight concentration of

Figure 1. DPD model of the R10C4 rod−coil block copolymer and
the nanoparticle.
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block copolymers is fixed as 10 wt %. The polymer con-
centration in the simulation is higher than that in the experi-
ments. The reason that we do not choose a lower concentration
in the simulation is due to the limitation of computer simula-
tions. The polymer concentration should have an effect on the
formation of aggregates. However, since the simulations started
from the fact that the pure rod−coil block copolymers form
cylindrical micelles in the solution and investigated the effect of
the nanoparticle concentration on the morphology of
cylindrical micelles, the effect of polymer concentration should
be less marked. Overall, building such a model is not intended
to represent a specific chemistry of the PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs
solution but is intended to capture the characteristics of the
morphological transformations. In the models, the R, C, P, and
S denote the rod PBLG blocks, coil PEG blocks, AuNPs, and
solvents, respectively.
The simulations were performed in the 30 × 30 × 30 three-

dimensional space with periodic boundary conditions. The
NVT ensemble was adopted in the simulations. The units of
mass, length, time, and energy are defined by m, rc, τ, and kBT,
respectively. The time unit τ can be obtained by τ = (mrc

2/kBT)
1/2,

and its real value can be estimated by matching the simulated
lateral diffusion coefficient to the experimental measured value.
The Newton equations for all bead positions and velocities are
integrated by a modified version of the velocity-Verlet
algorithm with step size Δt = 0.04τ. The modified version of
the velocity-Verlet algorithm is given as39

υ+ Δ = + Δ + Δα α α αt t t t t t tr r F( ) ( ) ( ) 0.5( ) ( )2
(8)

υ υ̃ + Δ = + Δα α αt t t t tF( ) ( ) 0.5 ( ) (9)

υ+ Δ = + Δ ̃ + Δα αt t t t t tF F r( ) ( ( ), ( )) (10)

υ υ+ Δ = + Δ + + Δα α α αt t t t t t tF F( ) ( ) 0.5 ( ( ) ( ))
(11)

The density of the system was chosen to be ρ = 3, and hence
the total number of DPD beads is 81 000. The interaction
strengths between DPD beads with same species are
completely compatible, which is determined as aαα = 75kBT/
ρ = 25. For PBLG−PEG block copolymers, the PBLG is
hydrophobic and the PEG is hydrophilic, and therefore the aRS
and aCS are set to be 120 and 25, respectively. In addition, the
PBLG is incompatible with PEG and aRC = 80 was set. The aRC
is smaller than aRS, implying PBLG is more compatible with
PEG than solvents. The nanoparticles are hydrophobic and
more compatible with rod PBLG than PEG. Therefore, we set the
repulsive parameter aPS to be 80, and aPR (= 25) < aPC (= 60).
Order Parameter. A quantitative measure for the degree of

packing of rod blocks is the order parameter S. The order
parameter Si for the ith rod block can be defined by as follows

=
· −

S
u u3( ) 1

2i
i d

2

(12)

where ui is normalized vector of the ith rod block and ud is the
normalized vector of orientation direction. By choosing
different ud, we can obtain various S, where the S of rod
blocks within the core is calculated as the average value of Si.
The order parameter for rod block is determined as the
maximum value of S by taking into account the up−down

symmetry of the rod block. The angle θ between ith block and
normalized vector of orientation direction is given by

θ = ·u ucos( ) i d (13)

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of PBLG-b-PEG Block Copolymer.

PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer was synthesized via a standard
NCA procedure, with terminal amino group of mPEG-NH2 as
initiator. After purification, PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer with
narrow polydispersity was obtained. As shown in Figure 2a,

GPC analysis in DMF reveals a unimodal and symmetric peak,
which indicates a well-controlled polymerization process. Since
the GPC testing was performed with narrow polydispersity
polystyrene as standards, the obtained molecular weight is
depart from the real value; thus, only the polydispersity index
was adopted. From the GPC testing, the polydispersity index
of the block copolymer was determined to be a narrow value
of 1.17.
The molecular weight of the block copolymer was calculated

from the 1H NMR spectrum. Figure 2b shows the 1H NMR
spectrum of PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer in CDCl3. It can be
clearly seen that all signals characteristic of PEG and PBLG
blocks are visible. The signal at δ = 3.6 ppm is ascribed to
methyl protons (1, 2) of the PEG block; the resonance signals
of protons on amide group (4), phenyl group (8), methylene
group of benzyl (7), methenyl group (3), and methylene
groups (5, 6) of PBLG block occur at δ = 8.4, 7.3, 5.1, 3.9, and
1.8−2.7 ppm, respectively. Since the degree of polymerization
(DP) of the PEG block is known (454), the molecular weight
of PBLG block can be calculated by the peak intensities of the
methylene proton signal (5.1 ppm) of polypeptide and the

Figure 2. (a) GPC trace of the PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer with
DMF as eluent solvent and narrow polydispersity polystyrene as
standards. (b) 1H NMR spectrum of PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer in
CDCl3.
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methylene proton signal (3.6 ppm) of PEG.48,64 According to
the NMR analysis, the DP of PBLG block is calculated to be
630; thus, the molecular weight of PBLG block is 138 000. In
addition, we have also synthesized PBLG-b-PEG block copoly-
mers with various block length of PBLG and PEG, for example,
PBLG30000-b-PEG20000 and PBLG73000-b-PEG5000; the subscripts
denote the molecular weight for each segment.
Characterization of Gold Nanoparticles. The gold

nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized through a simple one-
phase method. The obtained nanoparticles are covered with a
monolayer of 1-dodecanethiol and can disperse in organic
solvent, e.g., CHCl3. Figure 3 presents the DLS result of the

monolayer protected gold nanoparticles in CHCl3. The mean
diameter of the AuNPs is determined to be ca. 11 nm. The
TEM image reveals these AuNPs are spherical in shape, and the
size of nanoparticles has some dispersity (see inset of Figure 3).
As compared with DLS testing, TEM observation gives a
smaller diameter of nanoparticle. The reason is that the size of
the AuNPs determined by the DLS testing includes the length
of tethered alkyl chains, while TEM observation is operated
under dry state and reflects the solid region of the
nanoparticles.
AuNPs are known to exhibit a surface plasmon resonance

(SPR) in the visible region due to their nanoscaled size. Figure 4

shows the UV−vis spectrum of the monolayer-protected AuNPs
in CHCl3. The surface plasmon absorption at ca. 515 nm
is observed, which is in agreement with the average size of the
nanoparticles.65,66 The inset in Figure 4 shows the FTIR
spectra of 1-dodecanethiol (curve a) and monolayer protected
AuNPs (curve b). In the curve a, the S−H stretching band at

2552 cm−1 was detected.67 However, for the monolayer-pro-
tected AuNPs, the S−H stretching band absorption disappeared,
indicating the strong interaction between −SH group and Au
atoms.

Aggregate Morphologies Observed by TEM and SEM.
Figure 5 shows the aggregate morphologies of the hybrid
micelles formed by PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer with various
amount of AuNPs in CHCl3/ethanol mixed solution. As shown
in Figure 5a, pure block copolymers form cylindrical micelles.
The length of the cylinders is in the range of 150 nm−1 μm.
The diameter of the cylinders is about 90 nm. The SEM image
shown in Figure 5e clearly gives a three-dimensional shape of
the cylinders. When the AuNPs is introduced, as shown in
Figure 5b, short cylinders with length of about 150 nm were
produced. These short cylinders have a same diameter with the
long cylinders, which indicates that the short cylinders could be
fragments of long cylinders. As the AuNPs mass percent (to
block copolymer) increases to 1 wt %, the diameter of the
aggregates increases, and ellipse-like structures were obtained
(Figure 5c). Further increasing the AuNPs mass percent to 2−
10 wt % leads to the formation of spherical micelles. Figure 5d
shows the TEM image of the spherical hybrid micelles formed
with 3 wt % AuNPs. From the magnified image in the inset in
Figure 5d, AuNPs can be clearly seen in the micelle core. The
regular spherical image of the hybrid micelles was observed
from SEM testing, as shown in Figure 5f. When the mass
percent of AuNPs is higher than 10 wt %, the micelles become
unstable, and participates are produced. In the present work,
since the concentration of the nanoparticles is very low and also
the nanoparticles are protected by a monolayer of alkyl chains,
the aggregation tendency of the nanoparticles is neglectable.
The nanoparticles are in nonaggregated state, which can be
evidenced by the TEM observations (see inset of Figure 5d).
As a control experiment, we studied self-assembly behavior of

PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid systems containing the block
copolymers with various molecular weights. For copolymers
with shorter PBLG chains (PBLG30000-b-PEG20000), they self-
assembled into spherical micelles. When the AuNPs were
incorporated, spherical micelles still formed, but the aggregate
size slightly increased. For PBLG73000-b-PEG5000 block copolymer,
cylindrical micelles were obtained from pure copolymer. And a
similar aggregate morphology transformation from cylinder to
sphere was observed, as nanoparticles were introduced into the
system. However, owing to the lower weight fraction of solvophilic
PEG segments in the block copolymer, the hybrid micelles
become unstable at relative lower AuNPs concentrations.

Aggregate Size and Structure Studied by LLS. The
aggregate morphology transformation as a function of nano-
particle concentration was further studied by DLS and SLS. As
shown in Figure 6, both the average hydrodynamic radius (⟨Rh⟩)
and the average radius of gyration (⟨Rg⟩) decrease markedly with
increasing AuNPs mass percent from 0 to 3 wt % and then
increases slightly with more AuNPs added. The ⟨Rg⟩ value
decreases more sharply than ⟨Rh⟩ value does. The decrease of ⟨Rh⟩
and ⟨Rg⟩ values can be attributed to the morphology change from
long cylindrical micelle to spherical micelle.68 As the AuNPs
concentration further increases, both ⟨Rh⟩ and ⟨Rg⟩ values level off,
indicating that the effect of AuNPs becomes less pronounced. It
should be noted that, for the nonspherical cylindrical micelles, the
obtained ⟨Rh⟩ value is an apparent one, and thus it is smaller than
its dimension observed from microscopies.
The aggregate structure change can also be viewed in terms

of the ratio of ⟨Rg⟩/⟨Rh⟩, which is sensitive to the particle

Figure 3. Diameter distribution of monolayer-protected AuNPs
dispersed in CHCl3 tested by DLS at scattering angle of 90°. The
inset shows the TEM image of AuNPs dispersed in CHCl3. Scale bar
represents 25 nm.

Figure 4. UV−vis spectrum of monolayer-protected AuNPs dispersed
in CHCl3. The inset shows the FTIR spectra of (a) 1-dodecanethiol
and (b) monolayer-protected AuNPs. The broken line indicates the
position of the S−H stretching band (2552 cm−1).
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shape.69,70 It is well-known that ⟨Rg⟩/⟨Rh⟩ decreases as the
structure change from an extended manner to a sphere. As
shown in Figure 7, ⟨Rg⟩/⟨Rh⟩ continuously decreases from 1.1

to 0.8, when the aggregate morphology transforms from extended
cylinder to spherical micelle with increasing AuNPs concen-
tration in the range between 0 and 3 wt %. Further increasing
AuNPs concentration influences little on the ⟨Rg⟩/⟨Rh⟩ value.
Such DLS and SLS results are in reasonable agreement with
TEM and SEM observations for the aggregate morphology
transformations.

Dissipative Particle Dynamics Simulations. As revealed
by the experimental results, the introduction of AuNPs exhibits
a pronounced effect on the aggregate morphology. However,
detailed information such as chain packing and nanoparticle
location is difficult to be obtained directly from the experi-
ments. In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of the
morphological transformations, we further carried out a DPD
simulation in this work. A model consisting of rod−coil block
copolymer and single bead was constructed to correspond to

Figure 5. TEM images of PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid micelles with various AuNPs mass percent: (a) 0, (b) 0.1, (c) 1, and (d) 3 wt %. The inset in
(d) shows the AuNPs enclosed in hybrid micelle. SEM images of PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid micelles with various AuNPs mass percent: (e) 0 and
(f) 3 wt %. Scale bars represent 250 nm, and the scale bar in the inset in (d) represents 50 nm.

Figure 6. Plots of ⟨Rh⟩ and ⟨Rg⟩ versus AuNPs mass percent for the
PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid micelles.
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PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer and AuNPs, respectively. The
simulations provide more information for the insight into the
self-assembly process, such as the distributions of block
copolymers and nanoparticles in micelle and the order
parameters of rod blocks.
The self-assembly of pure R10C4 block copolymers in dilute

solution was first studied. As shown in Figure 8a, the block

copolymers self-assemble into a cylindrical micelle. The rod
blocks (green) are regularly packed into the core, whereas the
coil blocks (red) cover the cores to form shell. From the
simulations, the packing mode of the rod blocks was also
observed. Within the core, the rod blocks are interdigitated and
their long axes are aligned orientationally. The orientation
vector is gradually changed along the long-center axis of the
cylinder and forms a twisted structure. To further gain the
information about the orientation of rod blocks, the vector
product cos(θ) between rod blocks and long axis was
calculated. As shown in Figure 8b, the value of cos(θ) is
about 0.924 or −0.924, and it is independent of the position
along the cylinder. The opposite values reflect that the block
copolymers are packed both in parallel and antiparallel fashion
with each other. From the value of cos(θ), the angle between

the rod blocks and long-center axis of cylinder is calculated to
be 22.5°.
It is noted that the arrangement of rod blocks in the

cylindrical micelle matches the essential characteristic of the
chiral liquid crystal structures. In the assembly systems, this
structure is rarely revealed, and the chiral liquid crystal structure
is an interesting finding of this study. In our previous work, by
using Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations, we found that the
rod−coil block copolymers self-assemble into aggregates with
rod block orderly packed in the core. The packing of the rods
exhibits chiral nematic fashion.71 The difference between these
two structures is the orientational angles between the rod block
and the long-center axis. The orientational angle for our
previous work is 90°, while for the present finding, it is about
22.5°. We can regard the core packing in our DPD simulation
and BD simulation as chiral semetic C and chiral semetic A
phases, respectively. The semetic C phase is found to be formed
at strong interaction strengths between rod and coil blocks for
rod−coil block copolymer melts.72,73 Therefore, we think that
the difference in repulsion strengths may be a reason for
forming different core packing; i.e., the repulsion between rod
and coil blocks in the BD calculations is smaller than that in
DPD. In addition, the discrepancy may also be resulted from
the other influence factors such as block lengths and simulation
methods. Nevertheless, it seems a common law that the rod−
coil block copolymers can self-assemble into the aggregates
with chiral liquid crystal structures in the core.
The typical simulation predictions for the effect of

nanoparticle (NP) on the self-assembly structure are presented
in Figure 9. When the mass percent of nanoparticles is lower
(0.62 wt %), the R10C4/NPs mixture still self-assembles into
the cylindrical micelles (Figure 9a). As the mass percent of
nanoparticles increases (1.48 wt %), the cylindrical micelles
transfer into short cylinders, as shown in Figure 9b. At the
higher concentration of nanoparticles, spherical micelles are
formed. Figures 9c and 9d show the spherical structures formed
with mass percent of nanoparticles of 1.85 and 2.47 wt %,
respectively. This morphological transformation well reprodu-
ces the experimental observations for PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs
mixture in solution.
Figure 10 presents the density distributions of rod blocks,

coil block, and nanoparticles in cylindrical and spherical
micelles. For cylindrical micelles, we plotted the distributions
in the front part of cylindrical micelles, along the arrow shown
in the inset of Figure 10a. The rod blocks assume a single-peak
distribution, and the coil blocks exhibit a double-peak
distribution. This is the essential characteristic for cylindrical
micelles. The distribution of nanoparticles is more complex,
which is presented as a triple-peak distribution. This means that
the nanoparticles prefer to distribute at the core/shell interface
and in the center of interior core. For spherical micelles, as
shown in Figure 10b, the nanoparticles and coil blocks exhibit
similar distributions as in cylindrical micelles. However, the
distribution of rod blocks is different, and it has double peaks.
Such phenomena are resulted from the substantive incorpo-
ration of nanoparticles in the center of hydrophobic cores.
As stated above, for pure copolymer micelles, the rod blocks

are found to take ordered packing mode (see Figure 8a,b). To
evaluate the effect of nanoparticles on the packing mode of rod
blocks, the order parameter of rod blocks in the various
micelles was examined. Figure 11 shows the order parameter
(S) of rod blocks as a function of the mass percent of
nanoparticles. For pure copolymer micelle, the order parameter

Figure 7. Plots of ⟨Rg⟩/⟨Rh⟩ versus AuNPs mass percent for the
PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid micelles.

Figure 8. (a) Cylindrical micelle self-assembled from R10C4 rod−coil
block copolymers in dilute solution. The green and red lines are
assigned to rod and coil blocks, respectively. (b) Vector product
cos(θ) between rod blocks and long axis as a function of the position
along the long axis. The inset shows a sketch of the rod alignment with
long axis.
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is about 0.8, implying that the rod blocks are regularly
orientated in core. With increasing the concentration of
nanoparticles, the order parameter gradually decrease until
the formation of spherical micelles. It was found that the order

parameter of rod blocks in spherical micelles is dramatically
reduced, and the value approaches zero. This indicates that the
block copolymers are randomly packed in spherical micelle.
From the above experimental and simulation results, we

learned that the introduction of AuNPs destroys the ordered
packing of PBLG rods in micelle core and thus changes the
aggregate morphology. It is well-known that in concentrated
organic solutions PBLG homopolymers take side-by-side
ordered packing mode and form liquid crystal structures.74

For PBLG-based block copolymers, PBLG rods can also form
liquid crystal domains.75 In the present work, PBLG-b-PEG
block copolymers self-assemble into cylindrical micelles in a
selective solution (Figure 5a), in which PBLG rods are orderly
packed into twist structure in the micelle core and the flexible
PEG blocks are outspread to stabilize the aggregates (Figure 8).
When the AuNPs are incorporated into micelle core, the

Figure 9. Micelles self-assembled from R10C4 rod−coil block copolymer/nanoparticles mixture in dilute solution. The mass percent of
nanoparticles is (a) 0.62, (b) 1.48, (c) 1.85, and (d) 2.47 wt %. The green and red lines are assigned to rod and coil blocks, respectively, whereas the
orange particles denote nanoparticles.

Figure 10. Density distribution of rod blocks, coil blocks, and
nanoparticles on a cross section of the aggregates marked with an
arrow in the inset for R10C4 rod−coil block copolymer/nanoparticles
mixture at different nanoparticle mass percent: (a) 0.62 and (b) 2.47
wt %.

Figure 11. Order parameter S of rod blocks as a function of the
concentration of nanoparticles. The insets show the corresponding
structures of rod−coil block copolymers, and the nanoparticles are not
shown for clarity.
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distance between PBLG rods increases, which decreases the
attraction between the PBLG rods; resultantly, the liquid crystal
structure is gradually destroyed.47 For systems containing lower
volume fraction of nanoparticles, the ordered arrangement of
PBLG rods in the micelle core was partially destroyed, and
short cylinders were produced (Figures 5b and 9b). When the
concentration of AuNPs increases, the sustaining filling of the
nanoparticles destroys the global ordering of the PBLG rods.
With the breakage of PBLG liquid crystal structure, spherical
micelle is preferred (Figures 5d and 9d), which can lower the
system energy.76,77

The nanoparticles were found to prefer to distribute at the
core/shell interface and in the center of interior core (Figure
10a,b). However, the distribution details of the nanoparticles
still have some changes with variation in the aggregate mor-
phology. When the concentration of nanoparticles is lower,
they can effectively be loaded in the core/shell interface of long
cylinders (Figure 9a). Increasing the concentration of nano-
particles, short cylinders produced, which offered more open
ends for localization of nanoparticles (Figures 9b and 10a). For
the spherical micelles formed at higher concentration of
nanoparticles, nanoparticle is substantive incorporated in the
center of hydrophobic cores, which results in a double-peak
distribution of PBLG rods (Figures 9c,d and 10b). In addition,
the random distribution of PBLG rods in spherical micelles
provides large interface spaces for filling nanoparticles.
Finally, we wish to emphasize the importance of the com-

bination of experimental and computer simulation methods in
investigating the self-assembly behavior of complex systems.
From the experimental studies, direct but apparent results are
ready to be observed. However, the mechanism behind the
phenomena usually could be difficult to be obtained straightly.
Simulation predictions based on model systems can not only
reproduce the experimental observations but also provide
additional information, such as chain distributions. Combining
the experimental and simulation work is therefore an effective
strategy for the investigation of complicated polymer self-
assembly. In the present study, the aggregate morphologies of
PBLG-b-PEG/AuNPs hybrid micelles were directly observed
from TEM and SEM testing, and the aggregate sizes were
monitored by LLS measurement. On the aiding of simulation
predictions of density distributions of copolymers and nano-
particles, the inherent structure and mechanism of the
formation of hybrid micelles were obtained, which deepens
our understanding on the self-assembly process of such
complex system.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we presented an example of influence of the
nanoparticles on the self-assembly behavior of the rod−coil
PBLG-b-PEG block copolymer in solution. Computer simu-
lation was applied to deepen the understanding of the forma-
tion mechanisms of the hybrid micelles. For the pure block
copolymers, long cylinders are formed. In the cylindrical
micelle core, rod blocks were found to pack into a twisted
structure. When the AuNPs were incorporated into the micelle
core, the long cylindrical micelles transform into short cylinders
and then to spherical micelles. The breakage of ordered packing
of PBLG rods by the added AuNPs takes response for such an
aggregate morphological transformation. Furthermore, the
AuNPs were found to prefer to locate near the core/shell
interface and in the core center of the aggregates. This study
enriched our knowledge in the supramolecular chemistry of the

self-assembly of block copolymer/nanoparticle systems and
may provide useful guidance for designing hybrid polymeric
composites with definite microstructures.
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